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In a series of papers, [9], [10], [11], [13], W. D. Munn has considered the problem

of constructing all irreducible representations of a semigroup by matrices over a

field. In [13] he has shown that the irreducible representations of an inverse semi-

group are determined by irreducible representations of Brandt semigroups in the

following manner. For any 0-restricted irreducible representation T of a semigroup

S=S° let

M = {x e S : a e S\0 implies rank T(x) S rank F(a)}.

Then M is an ideal of S and T is uniquely determined by its action on M. If S is an

inverse semigroup then F(M) is a Brandt semigroup. Further M has a maximal

0-restricted Brandt semigroup homomorphic image M* and there is a unique

irreducible representation T* of M * such that the diagram

M ^

(0.1) r,

M*'

commutes, where r¡ is the natural homomorphism of M onto M*. Thus T is

uniquely determined by the irreducible representation T* of the Brandt semigroup

M*.

In [6], the present author generalised the method of [13] to show that, for certain

types of semigroups, in particular for regular semigroups and periodic semigroups,

the irreducible representations are determined by those of associated completely

0-simple semigroups. If S is a semigroup of one of these types and T is an irre-

ducible 0-restricted representation of S then T(M) is completely 0-simple and M

has a maximal 0-restricted completely 0-simple homomorphic image M *. Further

T induces a unique representation F* of M* such that (0.1) commutes. Thus T is

uniquely determined by the irreducible representation T* of the completely

0-simple semigroup M*. If S is an entirely arbitrary semigroup however T(M)
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need not be completely 0-simple nor need M have a maximal O-restricted com-

pletely 0-simple homomorphic image. (For example the mapping x" -> «, 0 -> 0 is

an irreducible O-restricted representation of the infinite cyclic semigroup, with

zero adjoined, F, of degree one over the rationals, thus M=T is not completely

0-simple; further F has no maximal completely 0-simple homomorphic image.)

Hence the methods of [13], [6] do not suffice to give a satisfactory description of the

irreducible representations of arbitrary semigroups.

In this paper we use Theorem 1.5 of [7] and the result in italics below (a corol-

lary to Theorem 3.7), which is of independent interest, to show, in Theorem 6.4,

that, although the techniques of [13], [6] are inapplicable, the irreducible repre-

sentations of an arbitrary semigroup are also determined by those of certain

associated completely 0-simple semigroups which depend only on 5.

Let H=H° be a semigroup of linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector

space "P~. Suppose that all nonzero elements of H have the same rank and that

H has no nonzero left or right annihilators. Then H is contained in a completely

0-simple semigroup of linear transformations of"f~.

The techniques used to prove Theorem 6.4 may be applied to a type of matrix

representation which is more general than an irreducible representation; we call

this type of representation basic. A representation T of a semigroup S=S° by

linear transformations of a finite dimensional vector space y is basic if, for each

ideal N of 5 such that Y(N)^0, rY(N) spans V and Y(N) annihilates no nonzero

subspace of "P~. Thus every proper representation of a group is basic. Further

Theorem 3.12 shows that, for a completely 0-simple semigroup, the basic rep-

resentations defined here coincide with those defined by A. H. Clifford in [1], [2].

The main theorem of §6- gives an explicit method for constructing the basic rep-

resentations of an arbitrary semigroup modulo the basic representations of com-

pletely 0-simple semigroups (by Theorem 3.12, the latter may be regarded as well

known).

The prevalence of basic representations of a semigroup depends on its "group-

like" character. In fact Theorem 2.4 shows that every proper representation of a

finite semigroup 5=5°, over a field <P, is basic if and only if 5 is 0-simple and the

contracted semigroup algebra <S>0[S] of 5 is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra

over a group algebra. In §7, sufficient conditions are given on a semigroup S—S°

in order that each representation of 5, over a field <t>, should decompose into basic

representations; if this is the case, we say that 5 is quasi-simple over O. These

conditions permit us to prove the result, which can be deduced from G. B. Preston

[14], that an inverse semigroup is quasi-simple over every field. (In a sequel to this

paper, [8], we consider finite semigroups which are quasi-simple over a field. The

results of that paper demonstrate further the relationship between the grouplike

character of a finite semigroup and the prevalence of its basic representations.)

The basic representations T of a semigroup 5=5° are the most general rep-

resentations of 5 with the property that T(5) is the extension, in a natural manner,
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of the ideal consisting of 0 and the elements of minimal nonzero rank. This ideal is

homogeneous and in §§3, 4 we consider in some detail homogeneous semigroups

of matrices and representations whose images are such semigroups. The material in

§4 is of a technical nature and is required for the proofs of the results in §§6, 7.

Using the results obtained in §4, we are also able to give, in §5, a method for

constructing all representations of an arbitrary 0-simple semigroup (again modulo

the theory of [1], [2]).

Finally, I should like to express my gratitude to A. H. Clifford for reading a

rough draft of this paper and for many helpful suggestions concerning the presenta-

tion of the material contained here.

1. Preliminaries. Except for those concepts explicitly defined here, we shall

use the terminology and notation of Clifford and Preston [3]. We shall also assume

familiarity with the results of [3], §§5.1-5.4, and with [7], §§1 and 2.

The following lemma from [7] characterises completely 0-simple semigroups.

This characterisation and the conditions which it introduces will play an important

part in the theory contained in this paper.

Lemma 1.1. Let S=S° be a semigroup, then S° is completely 0-simple if and only if

the following conditions are satisfied:

Cx: if, for a, x,b e S, axb = 0 then ax=0 or xb = 0;

C2: if, for a,beS, aSb=0 then a=0 or b = 0;

C3: if, for a, b, x,y e S, ax=bx^0 andya=yb^0 then a=b;

C4 : for each ae S such that a2 + 0, there exists a unique element a'1 e S such that

a = aa~1a,       a"1 = a~1aa~1,       aa'1 = a~1a.

A semigroup S=S° which obeys Cx is said to be categorical at zero ; if S obeys C2

it is said to be indecomposable at zero ; if S obeys both d and C2 it is said to be

0-primary. If S obeys C3 it is said to be weakly O-cancellative while C4 is equivalent

to the assertion that each element of 5 whose square is nonzero belongs to a sub-

group of S.

The main tool in this paper is Theorem 1.5 of [7] and a generalisation thereof

(Theorem 1.6). In order to apply Theorem 1.5 of [7], we need some information

concerning the structure of the completely 0-simple semigroup ^(S) whose ex-

istence is asserted in that theorem. The major part of this section is devoted to

obtaining this information and to proving Theorem 1.6.

Let S=S° he a completely 0-simple semigroup and let Jf denote the usual

Green's equivalence on S; [3, p. 48]. Then Jf is a congruence on S and SfJF is a

rectangular 0-band; [4, p. 69]. In particular, if a, b, x, y e S then

(1.1)
(i) if axb ^ 0, ayb # 0 then (axb, ayb) e W;

(ii) if axa ^ 0, then (a, axa) e 3tf.
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These results are easily deduced from the fact that 5 is isomorphic to a regular Rees

matrix semigroup Ji°(G; I, A; F); for here, ((x; i, A), (y;j, p)) e Jf if and only if

i=j and X = p.

Lemma 1.2. Let 5=5° be a 0-primary semigroup and let N be a nonzero ideal ofS.

Then each Jf'-class ofïï(S) contains an element of N-q, where r¡ is the natural 0-

restricted homomorphism of S into'¿'(S).

Proof. We show first that the lemma is true for N=S. As in [7, Theorem 1.5],

<¿>(S) = U {Sn : «SO} and we use induction on « to show that, if x e 5„, then

(x, sr¡) e Jt for some s e S. Since 50 = 5, this is immediate if « = 0.

Suppose that the result is true for « and let x e Sn + x\Sn. Then x is a product

of elements of Sn and their inverses and hence there exist u, v e S„, y e Sn + X such

that x = uyv. By induction hypothesis, there exist s, t e S such that (u, s-n)eJif

and (v, t-q) e ¿F. Since J? is a congruence on *€(S), this implies (x, sr¡y(t-q)) e ¿SP.

Since x/0, neither of s, t is zero and thus, because 5 is indecomposable at zero,

there exists we S such that swt^O. Since ^(5) is completely 0-simple, it follows

from (1.1), (i), that (sr¡y(tr¡), (swt)-r¡) e ¿c° and hence (x, (swt}n) e Jc°. But swteS

so that the result is true for x e 5n + 1. Hence, by induction, it is true for any x 6^(5).

Let s e 5\0; then, since 5 is indecomposable at zero, there exists me N such that

sms^O (let neN\0, then sSn^O, nSs^O and so O^sSn-S-nSs^sNs). Then

smseN and, by (1.1), (ii), (sr¡,(sms)r¡)e Jti?. Thus, since each ^-class of r€(S)

contains an element of Sr¡, each J^-class contains an element of Nr¡.

Corollary 1. Let 5= 5° be a 0-primary semigroup. Then ^(5)/^ is the maximal

rectangular 0-band homomorphic image of 5.

Proof. This is almost immediate from Lemma 1.2 and [7, Theorem 1.5].

Corollary 2. Let S=S° be a 0-primary semigroup and let N be a nonzero ideal

of S. For each x e ^(5) there exist u, v e N, y e ^(S) such that x = (uT¡)y(vr¡).

Proof. If x^O then there exist idempotents e,fecë(S) such that x=exf By

Lemma 1.2, there exist u,veN such that (ur¡, e) e 3^, (vn,f)e3^. These imply

e = (ur¡)(ur¡)~1, f= (vr¡)(v7])~1 thus, if y = (ur¡)~ 1x(vt¡)~ l we have x = (ur¡)y(vr¡) as

required.

A semigroup S=S° is said to be a 0-direct union of a family {5( : i el} of its

subsemigroups if

(a) S=[j{Si:ieI};

(b) if zY7 then 5¡ n 5, = 0 = 55,,

If (a) and (b) hold, we write 5=0{5, : i el}. Note that conditions (a) and (b)

together imply that each 5¡, i e I, is an ideal of 5.

Preston [14] and Lallement and Petrich [5] have shown that a semigroup 5=5° is

a 0-direct union of completely 0-simple semigroups if and only if it is regular and

each idempotent is primitive; following Preston [14], we say that such a semigroup
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is primitive regular or p-regular. Lallement and Petrich have also shown, [5,

Corollary 5.13], that a semigroup S=S° is a 0-direct union of 0-primary semigroups

if and only if S is categorical at zero and obeys

C2 : for a e S, if aSa = 0 then a = 0.

The following lemma, whose proof is straightforward, shows that C2 is equivalent

to the condition that S has no nonzero nilpotent ideals.

Lemma 1.3. A semigroup S=S° is without nonzero nilpotent ideals if and only if it

obeys C2 ; 5 is semisimple if and only if each nontrivial homomorphic image obeys C2.

The proof of the following lemma is routine; it is thus omitted.

Lemma 1.4. Let S=0{St : i el} and T=0{Ta : aeA} be 0-direct unions of

0-primary semigroups. Let 6 be a 0-restricted homomorphism of S into T. Then there

exists a mapping <p: / -> A and, for each ie I, a 0-restricted homomorphism 0¡ of S¡

into Ti0 such that, for each a e S¡,

(1.2) a0 = adt.

Conversely, given <p: /-»■ A and 0¡: Sf-> F¡, the mapping 0 defined by (1.2) is a

O-restricted homomorphism of S into T.

If S= S° is a subsemigroup of a p-regular semigroup F then there need not be a

minimum o-regular subsemigroup of F which contains S. However, if S is in-

decomposable at zero and Fis completely 0-simple, it follows from the results of [7]

that there is a minimum completely 0-simple subsemigroup of F containing S.

Suppose now that S is the 0-direct union of a family {St : ie 1} of 0-primary

semigroups and that S is a subsemigroup of the ^-regular semigroup

F=0{Fa : aeA}. Then, for each i e I, there exists i<p e A such that S^T^. Hence

there exists a completely 0-simple subsemigroup St of F¡„ generated by S¡ ; St is

clearly the completely 0-simple subsemigroup of F generated by St.

Lemma 1.5. Let S=S° be the 0-direct union of 0-primary semigroups {S¡ : i e I}.

Suppose that S is contained in a p-regular semigroup T and, for each i e I, let St be

the completely 0-simple subsemigroup of T generated by St. Then, if ijíj, S¡ n S,

= 0 = SiSj and S=0{S¡ : i e 1} is the minimum p-regular subsemigroup of T which

contains S.

Proof. Clearly (J {S¡ : ie 1} is contained in any ^-regular subsemigroup of T

which contains 5 so that we need only show St n Sf—StSf—0 if i^j. If S¡, Sf

belong to different completely 0-simple components of F, this is clear so we may

suppose that Sf, S¿ belong to a completely 0-simple subsemigroup of T.

Sj = [J {Sjn : n^O} where Sj = Sj0 and Sjn + X is generated by the elements of S,n

and their inverses. We use induction on n to show that, if i^j,

(1.3) St n S, - 0 = S&.• SA;

a similar argument then proves the stronger result.
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It is clear that St O Sjm = 0 = StSim = SimSt when m=0, so suppose that it is true

with m=n, and let xeSn+x. Then, as in Lemma 1.2, x=uyv where u,veSjn.

Hence, by induction hypothesis,

Stx = SiUyv = 0 = uyvSi = xS¡.

Further, since $ is indecomposable at zero, it is impossible that xe Stn Sjn + x\0.

Thus, by induction, (1.3) is true.

Theorem 1.6 now follows easily from Lemmas 1.4, 1.5 and [7, Theorem 1.5].

Theorem 1.6. Let S=S° be a semigroup which is categorical at zero and has no

nonzero nilpotent ideals. Then there is a p-regular semigroup ¿P(S) and a 0-restricted

homomorphism ij of S into ¿?(S) such that

(a) 3?(S) is generated by St] as a p-regular semigroup ;

(b) given any 0-restricted homomorphism 0 of S into a p-regular semigroup T

there exists a unique 0-restricted homomorphism <p of SP(S) into T such that the

diagram

&(S)

commutes;

(c) if S=0{St : i el} where each S is 0-primary, then áa(F) = 0{<^(Sí) : i el}

where ^(S^ is the unique completely 0-simple semigroup determined by S¡ as in

[7, Theorem 1.5];

(d) if T is generated, as a p-regular semigroup, by 50, then <p is onto T.

2. Basic representations (Introduction). By a representation of a semigroup

5=5°, of degree n over a field <£, we mean a homomorphism Y of S=S° into the

algebra [0]„ of nxn matrices over O, or, equivalently, into the algebra 5£^{f) of

linear transformations of an n dimensional vector space "F~ over <P, such that

T(0)=0. A representation Y of S=S° by linear transformations of the finite

dimensional vector space "V over <D, is basic if, for each ideal N of S such that

r(/V)#o,

(i)    OT(A) / 0 whenever ¿U is a nonzero subspace of ir;

( " ) (ii)   [TY(N)] = r;

where, for any nonempty subset 3C of "F] [$"] is the subspace of y spanned

byáT
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There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the representations of a

semigroup S=S° over 4> and those of the contracted algebra <t>0[S] of 5 over <1>.

This correspondence preserves the equivalence, decomposition and reduction of

representations. In general, it seems difficult to define representations of an arbi-

trary ring so that, when we consider semigroup algebras, the representations under

consideration are just those induced by the basic representations of the semigroup.

(For example, if we define an i?-module A to be "basic" if the analog of (2.1) holds

for all ideals N of R such that A-N^O, the radical induced on R by the "basic"

i?-modules lies between the prime radical and the Jacobson radical; if R is com-

mutative, it is just the prime radical. Hence, for a finite semigroup, the "basic"

representations are completely reducible ; this is, in general, not the case for basic

representations.) As far as 0-simple semigroups are concerned however, one can

easily characterise the basic representations directly in terms of the contracted

algebra. At the end of this section, we shall indicate how this approach can be used

to give necessary and sufficient conditions on a finite 0-simple semigroup in order

that every proper representation should be basic; we shall not prove the result in

detail as equivalent results are given in [8].

In the case of arbitrary semigroups, it is more natural to approach the problem of

constructing the basic representations directly through the semigroup rather than

through the contracted semigroup algebra. Theorem 2.1 gives a characterisation of

basic representations of an arbitrary semigroup in terms of basic representations of

completely 0-simple semigroups (by Theorem 3.12, the latter can be regarded as

well known). Theorem 2.1 is an immediate corollary to Theorem 6.2; we state it

here since it motivates much of the material in §§3 and 4.

Let r be a representation of a semigroup S=S°, of degree n over a field O.

Then, following Munn, [13], we define

V(Y) = {xeS: T(x)=0};

r(r) = min {rank T(x) : x e 5\F(r)};

M(Y) = {x e 5 : rank T(x) = r} u V(Y).

Clearly F(r) and M(Y) are ideals of 5 and V(Y)^M(Y) unless Y is the null

representation of 5; F(r) is called the vanishing ideal of Y. If there is no risk

of ambiguity, we shall write V for F(r) and M for M(Y) ; we shall also reserve

the letters V and M for the F(r) and M(r) of an associated representation.

A pair (U, N) of ideals of a semigroup S=S°, with U<=-N, is a primary pair if

(a) S/U is indecomposable at zero;

(b) N/U is categorical at zero;

thus 5 is Ó-primary if and only if (0, 5) is a primary pair. Note that, since N/U

is an ideal of S/U and the latter is indecomposable at zero, N/U is 0-primary.

Theorem 2.1. Let S=S° be a semigroup and let Y be a representation of S of

degree n over afield <D. Then Y is basic if and only if

(a) (V, M) is a primary pair;
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(b) r induces a (unique) representation Y* of£(M/V) into [<D]n such that the

diagram

M

Y\M

>/>

1Z(M/V)

commutes, where <f> =fq with f the natural homomorphism of M onto Mf V and r¡

the natural O-restricted homomorphism of Mf V into ^{Mf V).

If S=S° is a 0-simple semigroup, then it is immediate that a nonnull representa-

tion r of S over O is basic if and only if

0)    <^T(<P0[5]) ̂  0 whenever ^ is a nonzero subspace of ~F~\

( •} (ii) [yY(%[s])] = r.

With this in mind, we define an F-module A (R any ring) to be weakly basic if

(i)   for each nonzero ae A,aR # 0;
(    } (Ü)    [AR] = A;

where [3C] denotes the subgroup of A generated by the nonvoid subset SF. The

weak basic radical iF(R) is {x e F : A x = 0 for each weakly basic F-module A}.

Theorem 2.2. Let R be any ring that is generated (as a group) by R2. Then

ÍF(R) = {xeR: RxR = 0}.

Proof. It is easy to show that, if x e B(R) = {x e R : FxF = 0}, then A x = 0 for

each weakly basic F-module A. Conversely, given the hypothesis on F, one can

show that R/B(R) is a weakly basic F-module and that RfB(R)x = 0 if and only if

x e B(R).

Since S2 = S for any (finite) 0-simple semigroup, ^>0[S] is generated (as a group)

by Oot^]2 and thus the basic radical

aS<¡,(S) = {xe <t>0[S] : Y(x) = 0 for all basic representations of 5 over <!>}

of ®0[S] is given by Theorem 2.2. In fact, using the results of [3, §5.2], we have the

following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Let S=^°(G; m, n;P) be a finite 0-simple semigroup and let <t> be

afield. Then @it(S) = {xe <b0[S] : SxS = 0}.

Further, the following are equivalent

(1) ^(S) = 0;
(2) P is invertible over 0[G];

(3) $>0[S] has an identity;
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(4) m = n and ^ofS] is isomorphic to the algebra of all « xn matrices over 0[G];

(5) 5 is quasi-simple over O ; that is, each nonnull indecomposable representation

of S over O is basic;

(6) each proper representation of S over 3> is basic.

Remark. Lallement and Petrich, [5, Theorem 2.1], have shown that, in the Munn

algebra 23 isomorphic to Q>0[S] see [3, p. 162], the (Jacobson) radical is given by

rad S3 = {Xe 23 : PXP is an « x m matrix over rad <H[G]}.

Their proof of this result uses the structure of irreducible representations of a

completely 0-simple semigroup. It can, however, be adapted to yield the character-

isation of ^1,(5) given in Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.3 characterises those finite 0-simple semigroups with the property

that each proper representation, over a field <J>, is basic. The following theorem

shows that it essentially characterises all finite semigroups with this property. To

prove the theorem, we make use of the fact that, for each ideal A of a semigroup

S=S°, there is at least one representation of 5, over a field 0, with vanishing

ideal N. (For example, let r¡ be a one-to-one mapping of S*\N onto a basis for a

15X\A |-dimensional vector space y over 0. For each a e S, x e SX\N define

xr¡Y(a) = (xa)r¡   if xa $ N,

= 0 otherwise,

and extend Y(a) linearly to all of y. Then the mapping r : a -*■ Y(a) is a representa-

tion of 5 with vanishing ideal N; hence the proper part of Y has vanishing ideal N.)

Theorem 2.4. Let 5=5° be a finite semigroup and let O be afield. Then each

proper representation of S over <D is basic if and only if S is 0-simple and satisfies

the conditions (I) through (6) of Theorem 2.3.

Proof. Suppose that every proper representation of 5 is basic. If 5 is not 0-simple

then 52 = 0 or 5 has a nonzero proper ideal N. In the former case, it is immediate

from Theorem 2.1 that 5 can admit no O-restricted basic representation. Hence

5V0.

If A is a nonzero proper ideal of 5, let Yx be a proper O-restricted representation

of 5 with underlying vector space yx and let T2 be a proper representation of 5 with

vanishing ideal N and underlying vector space y2. Then r = Yx © T2 is a proper

representation of 5 with underlying vector space y=yx © y2. However

yY(N) = ^(ao+^íao = yxYx(N) s yx.

Hence Y is not basic.

Thus 5 is 0-simple if each of its proper representations is basic and so, from

Theorem 2.3, obeys the conditions (1) through (6). Conversely, of course, Theorem

2.3 shows the sufficiency of the conditions.
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3. Homogeneous semigroups of linear transformations. Throughout this section,

let y be a vector space of dimension « over a field i>. Let a e ¿£y(y) and denote

by y a the range of a, by Na the null space of a and by |a| the rank of a = dim y a.

A subsemigroup H= H° of Z£T{V) is said to be homogeneous if all nonzero

members of H have the same rank; clearly any 0-simple subsemigroup of £t?y(y)

is homogeneous. In this section we shall obtain some properties of homogeneous

semigroups which will be needed later; certain of these are interesting in their own

right.

Lemma 3.1 [13]. Let H=H° be a homogeneous semigroup of linear transforma-

tions of a finite dimensional vector space; then H is categorical at zero and weakly

O-cancellative.

Corollary. Let Y be a representation of a semigroup S=S° of degree « over a

field <J>. Then Y(M) is categorical at zero and weakly O-cancellative.

Proof. From the definition of M, Y(M) is clearly homogeneous.

The following lemma is essentially given in [3, Exercise 6(f), p. 57].

Lemma 3.2. Let ae^^(y) be such that |«2| = |a|. Then-y = ya@Na and

a = ea where e is the projection of y on y a and a' is a nonsingular linear trans-

formation of y a onto itself

Corollary [3]. If \a\ = |a2| then there exists a unique a-1 e ^^(y) such that

a = aa-1a,     a-1 = a_10!O:_1,    ota-1 = a~1a;    (a-1 = e(ot')-1).

Lemma 3.3. i/"|a| = |a2| and alla<=, °Uwhere ^¿isasubspaceofythen <^a_1s <%;

if'<& is a subspace of y and te«' where <&aç<& then ^a"1^.

Proof. We use Lemma 3.2 and its corollary. Let <Vx=cíía'=,'}U and let <3U2 be

such that ya=®i® W2; thus y=t%x®W2®Na. Since ^çf«, <%xa'

= <%xaÇ: (ÍUX and hence, since a' is nonsingular from y a onto y a, <Wxa'= <WX.

Thus (<%e)a'= <%x = <%xez <%e. Since fccfa, this implies (<%e)a'= <%e; that is,

aUx= °lle. But this means

Wa-1 =  ^e(a')~1 =  ^i(a')"1 =  #ia'(«')-1 =  ^l« =   *i-

Thus we have the first assertion of the lemma.

For the second part, let fcç*; then <&a~1= fc-2g*a-2. But, by the first

part, Wa-2ç<W.

Let ü= ü° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of 3?!T(y) and let

&(H) = {ae <ey(y) : y a = y a, A« = Nt for some o, re H}.

Then 1F(H) is called the fill-out of H. The reason for this name is explained by the

following considerations. In i£!7~{y) define a~ß if and only if ya=yß and

Na=Nß, Then ~ is an equivalence on J¡f£~(y) which coincides with the Green
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equivalence ¿F. If we imagine I£3~{f) arranged in the familiar egg box pattern

(cf. [3]), then S^(H) is obtained from H by filling out the ^-classes of ^T(f)

which contain elements of H and then filling out the corners of all subrectangles

whose sides contain these ^classes.

Lemma 3.4. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of SÛS'iy) and let

a,ßeH. Then either fanNß=0or -Ta^Nß.

Proof. We have either |a/8| = |j8| or |aj8|=0. In the latter case, we clearly have

ya<=,Nß. In the former case, since "F'aß^'fß, we must have iraß = i/"ß and hence,

since |ot| = |j8|, "F~aC\ Nß=0.

Lemma 3.5. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of 3'S'('f). Then

!F(H) is a homogenous subsemigroup of ä'S"("F").

Proof. Let a, ß e &(H) ; then -fa = Vo, Nß=At for some a, t e H. In particular,

irar\Nß=ir<j n At and hence, by Lemma 3.4, either -far\Nß=0or ya^Nß.

In the first case, iraß = i/'ß and Naß = Na while in the second case aß=0. Hence

3F(H) is a semigroup ; it is clearly homogeneous.

Theorem 3.7 gives the structure ofS'(H) for a large class of semigroups. To state

the theorem, we'require the following definition. The biannihilator of a semigroup

S=S° is the subset B(S) = {x e S : 5x5=0}; B(S) is clearly an ideal of 5.

Proposition 3.6. Let S=S° be categorical at zero and let B(S) be the bianni-

hilator of5. Then 5=5 u B(S) where 5 n B(S)=0 and S=S° is a subsemigroup of S.

Proof. Let 5=(5\F(5))u0 and let a, b e S with ab^O. Since a, b e S\B(S)

there exist x, y such that xa^O^èy. Because 5 is categorical at zero this implies

xaZ>y#0 so that ab e 5. Hence 5 is a subsemigroup and clearly 5=5 u B(S) and

F(5)n5=0.

In Proposition 3.6, 5 is the 0-disjoint union of the subsemigroups 5 and B(S).

In general, it is not the 0-direct union of these subsemigroups ; see the example after

Theorem 3.7.

Theorem 3.7. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of SCS'(i/'). Then

!F(H) is completely 0-simple if and only if B(H) = 0.

Proof. Suppose that iF(H) is completely 0-simple and let 0#8 e //. Then, by

Lemma 1.1, there exist «, ße&(H) such that «8/3^0. By the definition of &(H),

there exist a,reH such that f«=fc-, Nß = Nr. If era=0 then 0 = -TaS = -ra8

which implies a8 = 0; a contradiction. If 8t=0, then irhc:NT = Nß so S|3 = 0;

again a contradiction. Hence, since His categorical at zero, ctSt/0. Thus B(H)=0.

Conversely, by Lemmas 1.1, 3.1 and 3.2 Corollary, we need only show that

B(H) = 0 implies !F(H) is indecomposable at zero. Let a, ß e ^(H)\0; then there

exist a, re H such that ira = i/'(j, Nß=Nr. Since B(H)=0, there exist p,veH

such that op^O, vt^O; thus such that y a nNp=0,"Fvn Nt=0. But H homo-

geneous implies dim T^cr+dim Np = dim V and hence ^=^0 © Np. Let y be a
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nonsingular linear transformation of ya onto yv and extend y' to y by defining

xy' = 0 for each x e Np; call this linear transformation y. Then Ny = Np, yy = yv

so that ye&(H) while yay = yoy = yv and y y n Nß = yv n Nr = 0. Thus

ay^O, yß¥"0 and hence, since Ü is categorical at zero, ayß^O.

Corollary. Let H= H° be a homogeneous semigroup of matrices. If H has no

nonzero nilpotent ideals then ^(H) is completely 0-simple; in particular, this is true

if H is indecomposable at zero.

Proof. For any semigroup H=H°, B(Hf^HB(H)H=0. Hence, if H has no

nonzero nilpotent ideals, B(H) = 0.

By means of Zorn's Lemma, one can easily show that any homogeneous sub-

semigroup of £C^(y) is contained in a maximal such subsemigroup. The following

example shows that the maximal homogeneous subsemigroups need not be com-

pletely 0-simple.

Example. Let 0 be a field and let y be a vector space of dimension 5 over i>.

Let ^ be a three dimensional subspace of y and let

H = {a e Se$-(y) : \a\ =2,Na= <% and either fag m or f« n <# = 0}u{0}.

Then H=H° is a maximal homogeneous subsemigroup of ¿¡f&~(y). But B(H)

={a : yaç, <%} is nonzero so that H is not completely 0-simple. In fact, H=B(H)

u {a : y a n aU=0} where the latter is completely 0-simple. Further, no element

of H\B(H) is a left zero divisor in H. Hence, in the notation of Proposition 3.6,

Ü is not the 0-direct union of B(H) and H.

Examples can also be given to show that a maximal homogeneous subsemigroup

of &&'(y) can be completely 0-simple without being irreducible.

For use in later sections, we now consider some properties of the fillout of a

semigroup which is indecomposable at zero.

Lemma 3.8. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of S£!?~(y) which is

indecomposable at zero and let I be a nonzero ideal of H. Then, for each a e ^(H),

there exists y el such that ya = yy, Na = Ny.

Proof. From the definition of ^(H), there exist a, t e H such that Na = No and

ya=yr. Since H is indecomposable at zero, there exists Sei such that aS-r^O.

Let y = ctSt then, since H is homogeneous, Ny = No = Na, y y = yr = ya and ye I.

Corollary. Let H=H° be indecomposable at zero and let I be a nonzero ideal of

H. Then &(I)=&(H).

Proof. Since isü, it is clear that ^(I)^^(H). Conversely, by the lemma, if

a e 3F(H) there exists y el such that ya = yy, Na=Ny. Thus a e ¡F (I) and hence

&(I)=&(H).

It follows from Lemma 3.8 that, if H is indecomposable at zero, ¿F(H) is ob-

tained from H simply by filling out those ^"-classes of ££9~(y~) which contain

members of H. The next lemma shows that these are in fact ^classes of !F(H).
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Lemma 3.9. Suppose that B(H) = 0. Then a and ß are ^-equivalent in ^(H) if

and only if Va = Vß and Na = Nß.

Proof. If a and ß are ^-equivalent in 3F(H), they certainly have this property

in <£2T(r); hence, see [3, p. 57], fa = Vß and Na = Nß. Conversely, we shall

show that, if Va=irß, then a = yß for some y e S^(H); the other verifications are

similar.

Choose a basis er +1,..., en for Na and extend it to a basis ex,..., en for "F~.

Then exa,..., era are linearly independent. Since B(H)=0, there exists r¡ e H such

that 7?j6V0; that is, such that range -n n null space ß=0. Let/i,... ,fr e range r¡ be

such that//S = e¡o! (1 SiSr) and define y by

e¡y = f\   for 1 S i S r,

= 0   for r < i S n.

Then etyß = e,a(lSiSri) so that a = yß and, since Ny = Na and Vy = l^ij, y e !F(H).

Corollary 1. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of ¿FS'i^F'), of rank

r>0, and suppose that B(H) = 0. Then each group 3^-class of¿F(H) (i.e. each nonzero

maximal subgroup) is isomorphic to the group of all nonsingular linear transformations

of rank r over O:

Proof. This is immediate from the lemma and [3, p. 57, Exercise 6(f)].

Corollary 2. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of ¿FS~{V') which is

indecomposable at zero and let I be a nonzero ideal ofH. Then each element a of3F(H)

can be written in the form a = yßb where y, 8 e I and ß e ¡F(H).

By the corollary to Theorem 3.7, S~(H) is completely 0-simple and hence there exist

idempotents £ and r¡ such that a = £ar?. By Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, there exist y, 8 e I such

that ({, y) u (v, 8) e ST. Then yy~1 = t, 8-1S = t?. Thus, if ß = y~1a8-\ ße&(H)

and a=yß8.

Lemma 3.10. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of JífS'Cf) and let C

be a nonsingular linear transformation of V. Then Sr(C~1HC) = C~1Sr(H)C.

Proof. The proof is trivial and is omitted.

Let S=S° be a subsemigroup of SeS'if). Then we shall call 5 basic if the

inclusion map of 5 into £FS'('f) is a basic representation of 5. Thus a representa-

tion r of a semigroup F= F° is basic if and only if Y(T) is basic.

Theorem 3.11. Let H=H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of ¿FS'iy) and

suppose that H is indecomposable at zero. Then the following conditions on H are

equivalent.

(a) H is basic;

(b) (i) for each e e 1^"\0, there exists ae H such that ea^O;

(ii) [TH] = V;
(c) #"(//) is irreducible;

(d) Ine[3F(H)].
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Proof. That (a) implies (b) is clear. Suppose that (b) holds and let ^ be a proper

subspace of y. Then, by (ii), there exists fey, a e H such that fa $ <%/. By (i),

there exists geW, ßeH such that gß^O. Let er +1,..., en be a basis for Nß and

extendg=er, eT + 1,..., en to a basis ex,...,en for y and let/,...,/ be a basis for

y a where/r=/a. Define y e &3~(y) as follows:

efy = /       l S i S r,

= 0       r < i S n.

Then Ny=Nß, yy = ya so that ye&(H). However <&y$<& since <?r e <& but

ery=f,=fa $ <W. Hence SF(H) is irreducible.

That (c) implies (d) is immediate from [3, Lemma 5.32], so suppose that (d)

holds. By Lemma 3.8, if i is a nonzero ideal of H, then &r(I) = &r(H) and hence

in e [&(I)]. Suppose $7=0; then $£Aa for each ael and hence, from the

definition of &(I), WcNß for each ß e &(T). But this implies ^[^(I)] = 0 which,

since In e [<F(i)] requires $=0. Suppose that yiz W where W is a subspace of y

Then, from the definition of &(1), it follows that y^(l)ç <% and hence \y&(T)\

S <T Since [y&(l)] = [y[&(l)]], this however implies ^in£ * so that # = y:

Hence Ü is basic.

The final theorem of this section shows that, for completely 0-simple semigroups,

basic representations in our sense are the same as the basic representations con-

sidered by Clifford in [1], [2].

Theorem 3.12. Let S=J(°(G; I, A; P) be a completely 0-simple semigroup and

let Y be a representation of S of degree n over afield <5. Then the following conditions

on Y are equivalent.

(a) T is basic;

(b) T is basic in the sense of Clifford.

Proof. Suppose that Y is not basic in the sense of Clifford. Then it is immediate

from [3, Theorem 5.48] that there exist subspaces $ and &, not both trivial, such

that OT(5)=0, yY(S)z<&, where y is the space of all 1 x « row matrices over <D.

Hence Y is not basic.

Conversely, suppose Y is basic in the sense of Clifford. Then, without loss of

generality, we may assume that, for each (a; i, X) e 5,

1 ' *  )      kr"(flpA1)    R{Y°(a)QA_

where r° is a representation of G u 0 of degree r over $. Then n = r+rank Q,

where £2 is the extending matrix of Y.

Let <8 denote the group of all nonsingular linear transformations of degree r

over O, and let C=M\^§;I,K;P) where P=[Y°(pM)]. Then the mapping A

defined by
rr°(pn)*r0(/>Ai)  y°(Pxí)xq,

i?(Zr°(pA1) RtXQA
A(*; i, A) =
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is a representation of C of degree n over <1>. Since Y is basic in the sense of Clifford,

so is A and, since A extends the faithful representation of ^, which is irreducible,

it follows from [3, Theorem 5.51], that A is irreducible.

Let <p denote the mapping of 5 into C defined by (x; i, A)<p=(r°(x); i, A). Then

it is easy to see that 9 is a 0-restricted homomorphism of 5 into C such that,

for each (x; i, X) e 5, T(x; /*, A)=A[(x; i, A)<p]. Further, it is clear that each ^class

of C contains an element of S<p; thus each ^class of A(C) contains an element of

T(5). By Lemma 3.8, this implies A(C)çSr(Y(S)) and so, since A(C) is irreducible,

S*(Y(S)) is irreducible. Hence, by Theorem 3.11, Y(S) is a basic subsemigroup of

[í>]„ so that T is basic.

By [3, Lemma 5.32], if Y is an irreducible representation of a completely 0-simple

semigroup, then [Y(S)] contains the identity matrix. Clifford has given an example

[3, p. 192, Exercise 8], to show that a basic representation of a completely 0-simple

semigroup can have a null irreducible constituent. If Y is such a representation of 5

then, clearly, [Y(S)] cannot contain the identity matrix although, by Lemma 3.9,

Corollary 2 and Theorem 3.11, the algebra [r(5)J5'[r(5)]r(5)] does.

4. Homogeneous representations. Let S=S° he a semigroup and let T be a

representation of 5 of degree n over a field <J>. Then Y is said to be homogeneous if

T(5) is a homogeneous subsemigroup of [<!>]„. Thus Y is homogeneous if and only

if 5=M(Y), where M(Y) is defined as in §2.

Let S=S° be a semigroup without nonzero nilpotent ideals and let T be a

0-restricted homogeneous representation of 5 of degree n over a field <£. Then,

since T is 0-restricted, it follows from the Corollary to Lemma 3.1 that 5 is cate-

gorical at zero. Further, by the corollary to Theorem 3.7, Y is a 0-restricted homo-

morphism of 5 into the completely 0-simple semigroup =^"(r(5)). It therefore

follows from Theorem 1.9 that Y induces a (unique) representation of (?(S) such

that the diagram

5.

7, ^V(r(5))

S>(S)

commutes ; recall that 3?(S) is the coreflection of 5 in the category of p-regular

semigroups and 0-restricted homomorphisms. We call Y* the representation

induced by Y and Y the restriction of Y* to 5.

Let 5=5° be the 0-direct union of a family {5¡ : i el} of 0-primary semigroups

and let Y be a homogeneous 0-restricted representation of 5 of degree n over O.

Then, in general, we cannot say much about the representation Y* of¿?(S) induced
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by T. If, however, r|5¡ is basic, for each i e I, then we can give the structure of Y*

modulo representations of completely 0-simple semigroups.

Theorem 4.1. Let 5= 5° be the 0-direct union of a family {S¡ : i e 1} ofO-primary

semigroups. Let Y be a proper O-restricted homogeneous representation of S of degree

n over afield í>. Suppose that, for each i e I, Y\St decomposes into a null representa-

tion and a basic representation. Then I is finite, I={1,2,..., r}, with rSn, and Y is

equivalent to a representation of the form

(4.1)

r\

O

o

rr

where, for each i e I, r,(x) = 0 ifx$S¡ and Yt\Sf is a homogeneous O-restricted basic

representation of Su equivalent to the proper part ofY\St.

Proof. Pick i e I and rearrange the basis for the underlying vector space to

obtain an equivalent representation A of 5 so that, for each x ë Sx,

A(x) =
Yx(x)   0

0       0

where x -> Yx(x) is a proper O-restricted representation of Sx of degree rx over <P.

By hypothesis, Yx is basic and hence, by Theorem 3.11, ITl e [^r(r1(5i))]. Thus, by

Lemma 3.9, Corollary 2, there exist finite sets of elements u¡, v¡ e Sx and X¡e [<t]ri

(ISjSs) such that

F =
Iri     0

0    0
= 2 Yx(u^X,Tx(v¡)   0

0 0

For   each   xe5fc,Â:^l,   r(x)r(51)=0=r(51)r(x).   Hence   A(x)F=0 = FA(x).

Let A(x) have the form

Mix)    F(x)-|

|_C(x)    D(x)\

where A(x) is rx x rx and x <£ Sx. Then, multiplying on left and right by F, we find

A(x) = 0, "Six) = 0, C(x) = 0. Hence A decomposes into

I\     0
0     A3-

where T1(x)=0 if x$Sx and A^^O. Since Y is assumed to be proper, Ax

is a proper homogeneous O-restricted representation of 0{5¡ : i el, i#l}- Hence,

since for each i, A|5¡ is equivalent to r|5¡, the hypothesis of the theorem holds

for Ai and 0{5j : i e I, /# 1}. Thus, repeating the process at most n times, we obtain

the result.
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Corollary. Let 5=0{5¡ : z e 1} be as in the statement of the theorem and suppose

that, for each i e I, each proper O-restricted homogeneous representation ofS¡ is basic.

Then every proper O-restricted homogeneous representation of 5 is equivalent to one

of the form (4.1).

It has been pointed out that any 0-restricted homogeneous representation Y, of a

semigroup 5=5°, which is categorical at zero and without nonzero nilpotent ideals,

induces a (unique) O-restricted homogeneous representation Y* of¿?(S) of the same

degree. The next three theorems show that the correspondence preserves equiva-

lence, decomposition and reduction. (That this is the case, when â?(S) is a homo-

morphic image of 5, is obvious.)

Theorem 4.2. Let 5= 5° be the 0-direct union of a family {5¡ : ie 1} of 0-primary

semigroups. Let Y, A be O-restricted homogeneous representations of S of degree n

over afield 3>. Then Y is equivalent to A if and only if the representation Y* of^(S)

induced by Y is equivalent to the representation A* induced by A.

Proof. Clearly the equivalence of Y* and A* implies that of Y and A. Conversely,

suppose that there exists a nonsingular « x « matrix C such that, for each x e 5,

A(x) = C"1r(x)C. Then the mapping x^ C_1r*(x)C is a O-restricted homomor-

phism of @(S) into [$]„; in fact, it is into C~1^'(Y(S))C since Y*(0i(S))^^r(Y(S)).

By Lemma 3.10, C~1ßr(Y(S))C=^(C-1Y(S)C) and the latter is just ^(A(5)).

Thus A* and x^ C_1r*(x)C both extend A to homomorphisms of 0>(S) into the

completely 0-simple semigroup ^"(A(5)). Hence by the uniqueness property of

Theorem 1.9, the two mappings are identical and Y* and A* are equivalent.

Theorem 4.3. Let 5=5° be the 0-direct union of a family {5, : ie 1} of 0-primary

semigroups. Let Y be a O-restricted homogeneous representation of S of degree n over

a field í>. Then Y decomposes into the direct sum of representations Yx and Y2 of

degrees nx and n2 if and only if the same is true ofY*.

Proof. If T* decomposes into the direct sum of two representations then clearly

so does T. Suppose conversely that, for each se S,

(4.2) Y(s)

Then, for each x e Srj,

Fi(i)      0

0     r2,

3   1.
(')J

r*(x) =
Yx(s)      0

0       Y2(s)

where x=sr¡. It thus suffices to show that, if F=0{F¡ : i el} is a homogeneous

semigroup of matrices of the form (4.2), where each F¡ is 0-primary, the p-regular

semigroup of matrices generated by F consists of matrices of the form (4.2). This is

however an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.9(c) and Lemma 3.3.
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Corollary 1. Let 5=5° be a 0-primary semigroup and let Y be a proper O-re-

stricted homogeneous representation of S of degree n over afield O. Then there is a

one-to-one correspondence between the indecomposable constituents of Y and the

indecomposable constituents of the representation Y* of ^(S) induced by Y. Each

indecomposable constituent of Y is homogeneous and O-restricted.

Proof. That there is a one-to-one correspondence between the indecomposable

constituents of Y and those of Y* is immediate from the theorem. Since each

representation of a completely 0-simple semigroup is homogeneous and O-re-

stricted, the latter result in the statement of the theorem follows from the former.

If 5 and Y are as in Theorem 4.3 then we know that each indecomposable con-

stituent of T is the restriction to 5 of an indecomposable constituent of Y*. In

general, we do not know that these are homogeneous ; however, if Y satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 4.1, we can apply Corollary 1 to obtain the following result.

Corollary 2. Let S and Y be as in Theorem 4.1, then each indecomposable

constituent of Y is basic and homogeneous.

Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let Y be an irreducible representation of 5 of

degree n over a field <i>. Then, by [6, Lemma 5], 5 is indecomposable at zero. Hence

there is no loss of generality in Theorem 4.5 below.

Lemma 4.4. Let O be afield and let H be a 0-primary homogeneous subsemigroup

of [<!>]„. Suppose that each element of H has the form

Ax

(4.3)

Ar.

where each A¡ is n¡ x n¡. Then the subsemigroup C ofS'(H) generated by H consists

of elements of the form (4.3).

Proof. C={J {Hn : n^O} where H0 = H and Hn + X is generated by Hn and the

inverses of elements of Hn whose square is nonzero. Suppose that each element of

Hn has the form (4.3). Then it follows from Lemma 3.3, by an easy induction on r,

that the inverse of any element of Hn also has the form (4.3). Hence, by the block

multiplication rule, each element of Hn + X has this form and, by induction, the same

is true of each element of C.

Theorem 4.5. Let S=S° be a 0-primary semigroup and let Y be a homogeneous

O-restricted representation of 5, of degree n over a field <I>. Then the irreducible

constituents of Y are the restrictions to S of the irreducible constituents of the rep-

resentation Y* of(€(S) induced by Y.
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Proof. Let Y have ultimately reduced form

-Yx 0

(4.4)

r,
where each Yt is z!|XZ!f. Then each element of T*(jtj) has this form and so, by

Lemma 4.4, has each element of the completely 0-simple subsemigroup C of

&(Y(S)) generated by Y(S). But, by Theorem 1.6, C=Y*(V(S)) so that, for each

x e ^(5),

T? 01

(4.5)

1 2

r*J
where each Y* is «,x«t and, for each seS, Yt(s) = Y*(Sr¡). Now Yt(S)çY*(^(S))

hence the irreducibility of T, implies that r¡* is also irreducible. Therefore Y* has

ultimately reduced form (4.5).

Corollary 1. With the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5, each nonnull irreducible

constituent of Y is homogeneous and O-restricted.

Corollary 2. With the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5, Y is irreducible if and only if

the same is true ofY*.

5. 0-simple and 0-bisimple semigroups. Since any 0-simple semigroup of

matrices is a homogeneous semigroup and every nonnull homomorphic image of a

0-simple semigroup is again 0-simple, the theory in §4 applies, in particular, to

0-simple semigroups. Specifically, we have Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.1. Let 5=5° be a 0-simple semigroup and let O be afield. Then S is

indecomposable at zero and, if S has a nonnull representation over O, then S is

categorical at zero.

(a) Let Y be a nonnull representation of 5 of degree n over <t>. Then Y induces a

(unique) representation Y* of ^(S) of the same degree over <P so that the diagram

5.

V(S)'

commutes.
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(b) The indecomposable constituents of Y are the restrictions to S of the inde-

composable constituents ofY*.

(c) The irreducible constituents of Y are the restrictions to S of the irreducible

constituents ofY*.

(d) Two representations Y and A of 5, of degree n over <t>, are equivalent if and

only if the induced representations Y* and A* ofë(S) are equivalent.

Theorem 5.1 was proved in [6] for the case in which 5=5° has a nonzero idem-

potent. If this occurs, ^(5) is a O-restricted homomorphic image of 5; in fact, it is

the maximum weakly O-cancellative O-restricted homomorphic image of 5. To

conclude this section, we show that if 5=5° is 0-bisimple and categorical at zero

then ^(5) is also a O-restricted homomorphic image of 5. A consequence of this

result and Theorem 5.1 is that any 0-bisimple (bisimple) semigroup of matrices is

completely 0-simple (completely simple). Note however that not every 0-simple

semigroup of matrices is completely 0-simple; see [3, p. 192, Exercise 7(b)].

Theorem 5.2. Let S=S° be a 0-bisimple semigroup. Then S is completely 0-simple

if and only if it is weakly O-cancellative and satisfies

(*) if   ax = x # 0   or   xa = x ¥= 0    then   a2 = a.

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that any completely 0-simple semigroup

satisfies these conditions. Conversely, suppose that the conditions are satisfied ; we

show that 5 has a primitive idempotent.

If 5 has only one nonzero element a then a2 = a so that a is a primitive idempotent.

If |5| > 2, let a, b be distinct nonzero elements of 5 then there exists ce S such that

51a = 51c, cS1 = bS1. Since a and b are distinct, c is not equal to both a and b; say

a=£c. Then there exist x,ye S such that a = xc, c=ya. Thus a = xya=¿0 so that xy

is a nonzero idempotent of 5 by (*). Since 5 is weakly O-cancellative, any nonzero

idempotent is primitive; in particular, xy is primitive. Hence 5 is completely

0-simple.

Corollary 1. Let S=S° be a 0-bisimple semigroup which is categorical at zero.

Then ^(S) is a O-restricted homomorphic image of 5.

Proof. Let {ct¡ : i el) he the set of all O-restricted congruences on 5 such that

5/cj¡ is weakly O-cancellative and such that

(ax, x) e ct| or (xa, x) e ou where x # 0, implies (a2, a)eai;

since 5 is categorical and indecomposable at zero, it follows, from [6, Theorem 1],

that /^ □. Then clearly o = f>\{ai : ie 1} e fo : ie 1} and, by Theorem 5.2, 5/cr is

completely 0-simple.

Since #(5) is completely 0-simple any subsemigroup of #(5) is weakly O-cancel-

lative and obeys (*); in particular, this is true of Sr¡. Thus there is a unique

O-restricted homomorphism £ of 5/cj into ^(5) and a unique O-restricted homo-

morphism £ of ^(5) into Sfo so that the diagram
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V(S)

commutes. Hence, by the uniqueness of £ and f, we have 5/(7^^(5).

Corollary 2. Let H= H° be a homogeneous subsemigroup of SfS~(y). If H is

O-bisimple then H is completely 0-simple.

Proof. From Theorem 3.7, iF(H) is completely 0-simple and hence each sub-

semigroup of ¡F(H) is weakly O-cancellative and obeys (*) ; in particular H obeys

these conditions. Thus, by Theorem 5.2, H is completely 0-simple.

6. The structure of basic and irreducible representations. The main theorem of

this section (Theorem 6.2) gives a construction for all basic representations of an

arbitrary semigroup in terms of basic representations of completely 0-simple

semigroups. Every irreducible representation of a semigroup is basic so that

Theorem 6.2 applies here, but in this case the construction can be simplified.

Recall that a pair (U, N) of ideals of a semigroup 5= 5° is called primary if

(a) S/U is indecomposable at zero;

(b) N/U is categorical at zero.

We define the pair (U, N) of ideals of 5 to be secondary if N/U is 0-primary; thus

every primary pair is secondary. Corollary 1 to the following lemma shows that

associated with any secondary pair of ideals of 5 there is a primary pair of ideals

of 5.

Lemma 6.1. Let S=S° be a semigroup and let U, N be ideals of S such that U<=N

and N/U is indecomposable at zero. Then N. ' U={x e S : AxS £/} is the unique ideal

U of S such that S/U is indecomposable at zero and U n N=U.

Proof. Let xeN.'U,s,te S1; then Nsxt^Nxt^ Utz U since U, N are ideals

of 5. Hence N. " U is an ideal of 5 and, since N/U is indecomposable at zero,

N.-UnN=U.

Let a, be S\N. ' U; then there exist m,neN such that ma $ U,nb $ U. Since N is

an ideal of 5 and N/U is indecomposable at zero, this implies maNnb£ U. Thus

aNb<£. U. "A and so S/N. ' U is indecomposable at zero.

Suppose that U is an ideal of 5 such that S/U is indecomposable at zero and

ÜnN=U. If a$ Ü then there exists neN such that na$U=Nn Ü. Thus

a$N.-U.lfa$N.-U then there exists neN such that na$ U=N n TV. • U. Thus

a $V. Hence U-N.'U.
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Corollary 1. Let S= 5° be a semigroup and let (U, N) be a secondary pair of

ideals of 5. Then (N. " U, N U N." U) is the unique primary pair of ideals (Ü, Ñ)

such that the diagram

N- H>A

/
N/UN/U

commutes where n and -n' are the natural homomorphisms andf is an isomorphism.

Lemma 6.1 also shows that, at least for semisimple semigroups 5=5°, there is no

shortage of ideals U such that S/U is indecomposable at zero.

Corollary 2. Let S=S°bea semisimple semigroup and let a,beS. Then (a, b) e ß

if and only if, for each ideal U of S such that S/U is indecomposable at zero, either

both a,beU or both a, be S\U.

Theorem 6.2. Let S=S° be a semigroup and let 3> be afield.

(I) Let Y be a basic representation of S of degree n over 0.

(a) (V, M) is a primary pair of ideals of S and Y induces a unique basic repre-

sentation T* of€(MfV) such that the diagram

¥^

Y

(6.1)
0

v(M/vy

commutes where ib = Trr¡; it the natural homomorphism of M onto MfV and r¡ the

natural homomorphism of MfV into ^(MfV).

(b) There exist finite sets of elements ut, vteM, XieSr(Y(M)) = &r(Y*((ë'(M/V)))

such that

(6.2)

(c) For each s e 5,

(6.3)

2 Y*(u^)XtY*(v^) = /„.
i = i

Y(s) = 2 rw)^*^).

(II) Let (U, N) be a secondary pair of ideals of S and let Y* be a O-restricted

basic representation of<e'(N/U) of degree n over <I>.

(d) There exist u(, vt e N, Xt e &(Y*($(Nf U))) such that (6.2) holds. For such

elements, the mapping Y: 5^ [i>]n defined by (6.3) is a basic representation of S

with vanishing ideal N.'U. Further, the diagram (6.1) commutes with M replaced

by N and V replaced by U.
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(e) If bi is any representation of S of degree « over O such that A|A/ = r|A/ then

A = T; in particular, Y is independent of the particular choice of elements satisfying

(6.2).

Proof. (I)(a) Let y be the underlying vector space for Y and let a, b e S\ V.

Then there exists vef such that vY(a)^0. Let L = S1bS1; then L is an ideal of 5

such that T(L)^0 and hence there exists xeL such that (vr(a))r(x)/0. This

implies r(ax)^0 and therefore ax $ V. Since x e S'^bS1, ax$V implies aSb£ V or

ab £ V. Similarly the latter implies aSab£V or a-ab<£V. Thus, in any case,

aSb£ V and hence S/V is indecomposable at zero. By definition, Y(M) is homo-

geneous and thus, from Lemma 3.1, M/V is categorical at zero. Therefore (V, M)

is a primary pair.

By the remarks at the beginning of §4, Y thus induces a unique representation

T* of ^(M/V) such that diagram (6.1) commutes. Hence to complete the proof

of (a) we need only show that Y* is basic. Since Y is basic and T|M is homogeneous,

it follows from Theorem 3.11 that r|M is basic and therefore ^(Y(M)) is irre-

ducible. But Y(M)^Y*(V(M/V))<=jr(Y(M)); hence &(Y(M))=&(Y*(<ë(M/V))).

Thus ^r(Y*(^(M/V))) is irreducible and so, by Theorem 3.11 again, Y* is basic.

(b) By Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 2 to Lemma 3.9, there exist u^v^eM,

Xie^(Y(M))=^r(Y*(^(M/V))) such that (6.2) holds. Then, for each s e 5,

Y(s) = /nIY» = (2 r*(i^)liI*(i#)Wi) = J<{Y*(uii))XiY*(vt^)Y(s)}.

By the commutativity of (6.1), Y*(ví<P)Y(s) = Y(ví)Y(s) = Y*(vís>/j); (M is an ideal of

5 so that vts e M). Hence (6.3) holds and the proof of (I) is complete.

(II)(d). Let T* be a O-restricted basic representation of 'S (N/U) of degree « over

<D. Then, since ßr(Y*(N^)) = ^(Y*((e(N/U))), there exist elements ui,vleN,

Xte&(T*.(Ntl>)),l£i£r, such that (6.2) holds. Let h¡, z;¡ e A, Xt e&(Y*(N<l¡j),

ISiSr, be such a set of elements and define, for se S,

(6.3) Y(s) = 2 r*(tt,0*ir>,50).
t=i

Then

Y(s) = r(i)in = 2 2 r*(Mi0)^r*(^)r*(w^)^r*(^)
(=ií=i

= 22 ^(uMXWvtSurfWM)

(6-4) rr
= 22 r W)*4r W)r*K^r*(z^)

t=i¡=i

= in2r*K0)^r*(^)

(6.5) = 2 VHwtoXjW?*).
i=i
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For s, teS,

Y(s)Y(t) = r(i) 2 T^tuSXjVivtf)       by (6.5)
i = x

= 22 r*(^)jr,r*(^)r*(/ii^)Jor*(»^)
i=i fíi

= 22 r n«irW*(^mr*(r#)
i=l/=1

r(äO by (6.4).

Hence T is a representation of 5 of degree n over <D and, from its definition, the

diagram (6.1) clearly commutes with M replaced by N and V replaced by U.

Further, from the definition of Y, it is clear that N. ' t/s F(F). On the other hand,

if Nx£U, the commutativity of (6.1) implies Y(nx)^0 for some «eJV and so

x $ V(Y). Hence, to complete the proof of (d), we need only show that Y is basic.

Let F be an ideal of 5 such that T(F)#0; that is, such that, NL<£ U. Then N nL

is an ideal of N such that N n L£U. By the commutativity of (6.1) F|A is basic

and hence, if V is the underlying vector space for Y,

V = [TY(N n F)] s \rV\L)\ and 0 # vF(A nL)£ vY(L) for each nonzero vef

Thus F is basic.

(e) Let A be a representation of 5 such that, for each ne N, A(n) = Y(n). Then,

for s e 5,

A(i) = /BA(s) 2 nut)xf\vt) A(i)

- 2 ix«,)*, AMAfc) - 2 r(«,)jrt A(»tJ) = r(*)
i i

since vts e N implies à(vts) = r(p¡i). Hence T=A.

Corollary 1. Let Y be a representation of a semigroup S~S° of degree n over a

field <í>. Then Y is basic if and only if there exists a secondary pair (U, N) such that

Y\N induces a O-restricted homogeneous basic representation Y' of N/U such that the

diagram

(6.6)

N/U
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commutes. Equivalently, Y is basic if and only if 5/ V is indecomposable at zero and

Y\M induces a O-restricted basic representation Y' of MfV such that (6.6) commutes

with M replacing N and V replacing U.

Corollary 2. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let Y, A be basic representations of

5. Then the following are equivalent :

(a) T is equivalent to A ;

(b) V(Y)=V(A), M(Y) = M(A) and the induced representations Y*, A* are

equivalent;

(c) T is equivalent to A on some ideal N such that Y(N) =£ 0.

Proof. Clearly (a) implies (b) and (b) implies (c). Suppose that (c) holds and let

L = Nr\M(Y). Since T(A)#0 and 5/F(r) is indecomposable at zero, Y(L)^0

and further (F n F(r), F) is a secondary pair of ideals of 5. By hypothesis, there

exists a nonsingular matrix C such that, for each xeL, C_1T(x)C=A(x). Thus

C_1rC is a representation of 5 which extends A; hence, by Theorem 6.2 (e),

A = C~TC as required.

Remark I. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let (U, N) be a primary pair of ideals

of 5. Let r be a representation of 5 defined from a basic representation of ^(NfU)

as in Theorem 6.2. Then, for any m, ne N\U, |r(öj)| = |F(«)| so that Y(N) is homo-

geneous. On the other hand, since (U, N) is a primary pair, it follows from Lemma

6.1 that F(r) = U. Hence, for ae S\ V(Y), there exists ne N such that an$U and so

\Y(ri)\ = | T(an)| S \Y(a)\ ; thus N^M(Y). In general, we cannot say that N=M(Y);

in the case when 5 is an inverse semigroup, it can be shown that M(r) is the

maximum ideal F such that (U, L) is a primary pair (see §8).

Remark II. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let U be an ideal of 5 such that 5/£/

is indecomposable at zero. Suppose further that there is an ideal A of 5 which

covers U. Then, by Theorem 6.2(11), the basic representations of 5 with vanishing

ideal U are uniquely determined by their action on N. Now, for any xeN\U,

we have N =S1xS1u Uand, if I(x) = {y e S : S^S^S^S1}, (I(x), S^S1) is a

secondary pair with I(x) = S1xS1 n U. Thus the basic representations of 5, with

vanishing ideal U, are uniquely determined by basic representations of the principal

factor J(x) = 51x51//(x) (since (I(x), S1xS1) is a secondary pair, J(x) is 0-simple).

Hence, if 5 obeys the minimal condition M¡ on principal two-sided ideals, the basic

representations of 5 are obtained uniquely as extensions of the basic representations

of the principal factors of 5. That is, the situation, for basic representations is

exact analogy with the situation, discovered by Munn [10], for irreducible rep-

resentations.

Remark III. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let (U, N) he a secondary pair of

ideals of 5. Let Y* be a homogeneous representation of N with vanishing ideal U.

Then, in order that we should be able to extend Y* to a representation T of 5 as in

the proof of Theorem 6.2, it is sufficient that there exist w¡, t>¡ e N, X¡e [<&]n such

that
2r*(ui)XiY*(vi) = In;
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that is, it is sufficient that in e [r*(A)[0]nr*(A)]. Suppose however that the latter

condition is satisfied and let v be a vector in the underlying vector space y Then

vi„^0 and hence yY*(n) + 0 for some neN\U. On the other hand, if yY*(N) is

contained in the subspace <W of y then r*(A)[<D]nr*(A)ç^. Hence, since

/„ e [r*(A)[<D]nr*(A)], ^ = -^? Therefore Y* is basic and, from Theorem 6.2(d), the

same is true of I\

As a corollary to these remarks, we have the following characterisation of basic

representations.

Theorem 6.3. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let Y be a representation of S of

degree n over afield <S. Then Y is basic if and only if

(a) (V, M) is a primary pair;

(b) In e [Y(M)[$]nY(M)].

If T is an irreducible representation of a semigroup 5=5° then, since Y(N)

is irreducible for each ideal A of 5 not contained in F(r), Y is easily seen to be

basic. Hence Theorem 6.2 is applicable to the irreducible representations of 5.

However, it follows, from [3, Lemma 5.32], that we can choose the elements which

satisfy (6.2) in a particularly simple manner. Theorem 6.4 describes the structure of

all irreducible representations of 5; although it is a corollary to Theorem 6.2, we

state it in full here because of the importance of irreducible representations. (The

proof follows easily from Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 4.5.)

Theorem 6.4. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let 3> be afield.

(I) Let Y be an irreducible representation of S of degree « over $.

(a) (V, M) is a primary pair and Y induces a (unique) O-restricted irreducible

representation Y* of(ë(M/V) such that the diagram

<€(M\V)

commutes, where </i =fn,fthe natural homomorphism of M onto M/ V and r¡ the natural

O-restrictedhomomorphism of M/V into ^(M/V).

(b) There exist elements a¡ e <P, w( e M, z'=l, 2,..., r such that

(6.7) 2 ^W)  =  Jn-
1

(c) For each s e 5,
r

(6.8) r(j) = 2 «,r*(M,j0).
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(II) Let (U, N) be a secondary pair of ideals of S and let Y* be a O-restricted

irreducible representation of %'(N/U) of degree n over <1>.

(d) There exist elements a¡ e <P, i/t e N, i = 1,2,..., r, such that (6.7) is satisfied.

For these elements, the mapping Y defined by (6.8) is an irreducible representation

of S of degree n over <P such that (6.1) commutes with M replaced by N and V

replaced by U. Further V(Y) = N.'U.

(e) If A is any representation of S, of degree n over <1>, such that A|A=T|A then

A = T ; in particular, Y is independent of the particular choice of elements satisfying

(6.7).

7. Basically reducible representations. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let Y be

a representation of 5 of degree n over a field <1>. Then Y is fully basically reducible if

each nonnull indecomposable representation of Y is basic. Clearly any fully

reducible representation of 5 is fully basically reducible.

Theorem 7.1. Any basic representation of a semigroup 5=5°, of degree n over

afield <D, is fully basically reducible.

Proof. We need only show that if Y decomposes into the direct sum of two

representations Yx and Y2 then each of these is basic. Let "F\ and V^ be the under-

lying vector spaces for Yx and T2 ; then V = "F~x ® V2 is an underlying vector

space for Y.

Let Nbe an ideal of 5 such that Y(N)¿0. Let vsf^O; then v 6 V and so there

exists ne N such that vr(w)^0. But, since l^r2(5) = 0, this implies VYx(ri)^0.

If <& is a subspace of Vx such that -flYx(N)Q&, then

rT(N) = {TiTM+nTM :neN}^<W®r2.

Hence, since Y is basic, <& = irx. Thus Yx is basic and similarly so is T2.

Corollary 1 (to the proof). Each indecomposable constituent of a basic

representation Y has vanishing ideal V(Y).

Corollary 2. A representation of S of degree n over a field <P is fully basically

reducible if and only if it is the direct sum of basic representations.

Following Corollary 2, we shall drop the unwieldy term "fully basically re-

ducible" and shall use in its stead the term basically reducible. Our next theorem

gives necessary and sufficient conditions on a representation in order that it should

be basically reducible. For the proof of the theorem, we require two lemmas which

will also be used to give sufficient conditions on a semigroup in order that every

representation over a field O should be basically reducible.

Lemma 7.2. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let Y be a O-restricted representation

of S of degree n over afield 0. Let M be a nonzero ideal of S and suppose that, Y\M

decomposes into the direct sum of two representations Yx and Y2 of degrees r andn — r
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respectively. Suppose further that Yx is basic. Then Y decomposes into the direct sum

of two representations Y'x and Y2 of S where Y'¡ \M = Y¡, i =1,2.

Proof. Let W be the subspace of [<D]„ of all matrices of the form

where X is r x r.
X   0

0    0

Then [Y(MyWY(M)]^<W and, since by hypothesis Yx is basic,

F =
/,   0

0    0
e [Y(MWY(M)l

For each s e 5, let Y(s) be partitioned as

Ti(i)    Y'12(sy

F21(i)    Y'2(s)_

where Y'x(s) is r x r. Since M is an ideal of 5,

Y(S)[Y(M)®Y(M)]   and    [Y(M)<&Y(M)]Y(S)

are both contained in <& and hence, in particular, Fr(5) and Y(s)E are in W. Thus

rí2(j) = 0, r21(s) = 0 for each se S and so we have the result.

Lemma 7.3. Let 5=5° be a semigroup and let M be a nonzero ideal of 5. If

M=0{Mi : i e 1} where each M¡ has zero biannihilator then each M¡ is an ideal of S.

Proof. Let w¡ e M¡\0 and let ae 5. Then a«7¡ e M since M is an ideal of 5.

If am¡ e M¡\0 then, since B(M,) = 0, there exists m¡ e M¡ such that am^^O. Thus,

since M=0{M¡ : i el}, i=j. Hence aAf¡£M¡ and M¡ is a left ideal of 5. Similarly

it is a right ideal ; thus an ideal.

Following the terminology introduced in §2, we shall call a representation T of a

semigroup 5=5°, weakly basic if,

(a) for each v e y\0, vY(S)¿0;

(b) [yY(s)]=y,
where y is the underlying vector space for Y.

Theorem 7.4. Let S—S° be a semigroup and let Y be a representation of S of

degree n over afield <1>. Then Y is basically reducible if and only if the proper part of

Y\ N is weakly basic for each ideal NofS which is not contained in V(Y).

Proof. Suppose that Y is basically reducible so that it is the direct sum of basic

representations r¡. Let YN be the direct sum of those r¡ such that r((A)^0;

i= 1,2,...,/" say. Then T| A clearly decomposes into YN and a null representation.

We show that YN is weakly basic; it is then certainly proper so that we have the

necessity of the conditions.

Let y be the underlying vector space for YN and let v e y Then v = vx + • • • + \r

where v¡ e yx the underlying vector space for ri5 1 S i S r. If \YN(N) = 0 then each
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viri(A) = 0 and hence, since each r( is basic and no r¡(A) = 0, v¡ = 0, 1 SiSr. This

implies v=0 and so (a) of the definition of weakly basic holds.

Let <& be a subspace of y and suppose that yYN(N)<^<&. Then ytYt(N) =

yiYN(N)ç(3/ and hence, since each F¡ is basic, y^<W. Thus y = yt@- ■ -®yrçz<W;

hence (b) holds and so YN is weakly basic.

Conversely, it follows, as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, that if Y has the properties

mentioned above so has each indecomposable constituent of Y. Hence we need only

show that an indecomposable representation, with these properties, is basic. We

can also assume, without loss of generality, that Y is O-restricted.

Let y be the underlying vector space for YM the proper part of Y\M and let

a e M\0. Then there exists vef such that vrM(a)^0. By (a) of the definition of

weakly basic, there exists me M such that yY M(a)Y M(m)^0; thus am#0. By (b),

there exists ne M such that, for some u e y, uFM(«) £ null space YM(a). Then

uYM(n)YM(a)^0; thus «a#0. Since M is categorical at zero, «am#0; thus MaM

7¿0. Repeating the argument with MaM in place of M, we find that MaM- MaM

^0; thus aMa + 0. Hence M has no nonzero nilpotent ideals and thus, by [4,

Corollary 5.13], M=0{M{ : i e 1} where each M{ is 0-primary. Therefore, by

Lemma 7.3, each M¡ is an ideal of 5.

Pick 1 £ I and let Yx denote the proper part of riA^; then Yx is homogeneous

and hence, from Theorem 3.11, Y\MX satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 7.2.

Thus, if Mx i=- M or T| Mx is not proper, Y is decomposable. Hence M=MX and

Y\M=YX; thus, by Theorem 3.11, Y | M is basic. Since M is thus 0-primary, it follows

from Theorem 6.2, Corollary 1, that Y is basic.

Corollary. Let S=S° be a semigroup and let Y be a representation of S of degree

n over afield <&. If, for each ideal N of S which is not contained in V(Y), the proper

part ofY\Nhas no null irreducible constituents, then Y is basically reducible.

Proof. Suppose vrw = 0, where YN is the proper part of r|A, then since YN has

no null irreducible constituents, v = 0. Similarly, it is impossible that [yYN(N)]<=y

It is shown in [8] that, for finite semigroups, the converse of the above corollary

also holds.

We define a partial order on the set &(S) of all secondary pairs of ideals of a

semigroup 5=5° as follows:

([/', N')S(U, A) if and only if N'£ A and U' = N' n U; thus (IF, N')S(U, N)

if and only if the diagram

A'—=—*A

/
N'/U'^—>N/U

commutes, where -n and w' are the natural homomorphisms and / is O-restricted.

A subset 9C' of 3C(S) is a coinitial subset if, for each pair (U, A) e 3f(S), there exists
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(U', N')eT such that (U', N')S(U, N). If T is a coinitial subset of 3T(S), we

shall call the Rees factor semigroups N/U where (U, N)e3C', secondary factors

in ST.

Example. Let 5=5° be a semigroup which obeys the minimal condition M, on

two-sided principal factors. Let S£' he the set of all pairs (I(x), 51x51), where

/(x) = {ye5 : 51y51 c51x51}, such that the principal factor J(x) = S1xS1/I(x) is

0-primary. Then X' is the unique minimal coinitial subset of ¡£(S).

Recall that a semigroup S=S° is quasi-simple over a field <P if each indecompos-

able representation of 5 over <D is basic.

Theorem 7.5. Let 5=5° be a semisimple semigroup and let 3C' be a coinitial

subset ofd£(S). Let O be afield; if each proper O-restricted homogeneous representa-

tion over <P of each secondary factor in 3C' is basic then S is quasi-simple over <P.

Proof. We need only show that each indecomposable representation of 5 over 0

is basic; let Y be such. Since 5 is semisimple, M/ V has no nonzero nilpotent ideals

and further, since Y(M) is homogeneous, M/V is categorical at zero. Hence, by

[4, Corollary 5.13], M/V=0{MJV : i el) where each (V, M¡) is a secondary pair of

ideals of 5.

Let (U, N)e3C' he such that (U, N)S(V, Mx). Then, by the hypothesis on T',

we can apply Lemma 7.2 to Y and N. Hence, if Y\N is not proper, Y decomposes

which is a contradiction to its choice. Thus T| A is proper and hence Y extends the

basic representation T|A of A, which has vanishing ideal U. By Corollary 1 to

Theorem 6.2, this ensures that Y is basic as required.

Corollary. Let S=S° be a semisimple semigroup which obeys the minimal

condition M, on two-sided principal ideals. If each proper representation of each

principal factor of S over afield <D is basic, then S is quasi-simple over <t.

In [8] it is shown that the converse of this corollary holds for finite semigroups.

The proof of the following theorem differs from that of Theorem 7.5 only in that

we use Theorem 6.4 instead of Theorem 6.2.

Theorem 7.6. Let S=S° be a semisimple semigroup and let 3C' be a coinitial

subset of 3C(S). Let <J> be a field and suppose that each O-restricted homogeneous

representation, over <1>", of each secondary factor in 3C' is completely reducible. Then

each representation of S over <t> is completely reducible.

Corollary (Munn [10]). Let S=S° be a semisimple semigroup which obeys the

minimal condition M} on principal two-sided ideals. If each representation of each

principal factor of S over afield <D is completely reducible, then each representation

of S over í> is completely reducible.

8. Inverse semigroups. The theory given in previous sections applies, in partic-

ular, to inverse semigroups. For, clearly, any inverse semigroup 5 = 5° is semisimple

and further, if (U,N) eS£(S), #'(N/U) is a Brandt semigroup thus each of its
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proper representations is basic; [1, Theorem 8.2]. Hence each proper O-restricted

homogeneous representation of N/U is basic. By Theorem 7.5, we have the

following theorem, which can also be deduced from the results of Preston [14].

Theorem 8.1. If S=S° is an inverse semigroup and 0 is any field then S is

quasi-simple over <D.

The structure of the basic representations of an inverse semigroup is much

simpler than the structure of basic representations of an arbitrary semigroup. Such

representations are described in the following theorem, the proof of which is

entirely analogous to that of Munn's theorem on irreducible representations of

inverse semigroups [13].

Theorem 8.2. Let S=S° be an inverse semigroup and let $ be afield.

(I) Let Y be a basic representation of 5 of degree n over <S>.

(a) (V, M) is a primary pair and is maximal in SC(S). Further ^(M/V) has only a

finite number of nonzero idempotents, ei\f>,..., eT\\> where r divides n. Y induces a

unique basic representation Y* ofc€(MfV) such that the diagram

(8.1)

<€(MfV)

commutes, where \b = -m), it the natural homomorphism of M onto MfV and r¡ the

natural O-restricted homomorphism of MfV into ^(M/V).

(b)

(8.2)

(c) For each s e 5,

(8.3)

2 r*(eé) = In.
1

Y(s) = 2 r*(^)-

(II) Let (U, N) be maximal in 0£(S) and suppose that ^(MfV) has only a finite

number of idempotents extf>,..., erxf>. Then <€(Mf V) has a proper representation Y

of degree n over O where n is any integral multiple of r.

(d) (8.2) is satisfied and the mapping Y defined by (8.3) is a basic representation

of S of degree n over <J> such that the diagram (8.1) commutes with M replaced by N

and V replaced by U. Further V(Y)= U and M(Y) = N.

(e) Y is indecomposable if and only if the same is true of Y* ; it is irreducible if

and only if Y* is irreducible.
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Theorem 8.1 of [1] and Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 here give a complete description of

all representations of an arbitrary inverse semigroup. Further, from Munn [12], if

(U, N) is maximal in 3C(S), <é(N/U) is A/a where

a = {(x, v) e A x A : xz = yz $ U for some z e A} u UxU;

a is a congruence on A.
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